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This invention reUtes to an electronic device for the production,

animation, and display of pictures (drawings) and visual sprabols.

It is an object of this invention to provide . an apparatus for use by

artists, files directors, or producer. which will a)' generate and display

i
images and visual symbols, and 3) allow, by deans of, proper controls, for the

animation (mvement) of these images .

	

It is also an ~,object of the invention to
1

provide a deans b® which the actions of the images +end symbols may be recorded

is part or in gale by either film or magnetic tape or other suitable recording

means . It is also an object of this invention that Once the desired image

information has been properly stored is the device by means of photographic

lilac, or other suitable SOatory storage Radium, that the generation of the picture
4

on a displaq device is automatic .

Another object of the invention is to display the images being generated

In such a mw as to allow suitable rapport between (m operator and the device

(feedback) and sdmultaneonsly (in parallel) to display in such a wanner within

the device as to allow for a V image conversion techniques which may be employ,-

ed for the superposition of characters or parts of imaged and backgrounds, and

for the final recording of the ouppnt images . It is also on object of this



invention to give to the operator a means by which he may control ( by mod.

pulation of various control potentiometers) the moment &War distortion and

existence of visual Images such as characterso objects$ props# baokgrcnnds,

colors, or spedal effects in a aan

	

r which is consistent with hman control

capabilities .

A mare specific object of the invention is to provide a fast, lower cost

means of picture animation with such a broad range of control and automaticity

that the artistic endeavors are limited only by the operator's imagination.

It is also an object of this invention that certain proportions of the

apparatus may be used for the immediate generation of visual "bole in a suit-

able or significant array or position as to convey fraphic,meaning to insoming

intelligence which requires immediate display and disoemination as may be re-

quired in military control centers, or in television~broadcastings or in adver-

Using displays, or is any situation where immediate display of timely, visual

information is desirable .

It is another object of this invention that control need not be limited

to the physical. manipulation of the oontrolsp but that control may be effected

by electronic signals of a source other that the ones generated by control

manipulation by an operator.

It is also an# object of this invention that information (concerning

PNM 2



pro-arranged classes of visual objects or symbols of rather complex nature)

may be sent via suitable communication means between stations thieh hate these

devices having the advantage of e=eedingly low, time-bandwidth product require-

seats is the

	

4astion obannel.

	

(A unique feature of this device is that

redundant information which roast be necessarily produced to adhere to the re-

quirements of the human vision ere (ie . persietance,of vision) is generated

automatically by the device and only information regarding gross, low-frequency

changes in the postion or status of the images is required.)

	

xt is also an

object of the invention that it be used in generating and displaying information

concerning states *War postion of certain objects with relation to fixed re-

ferencesas say be

	

dneeded in eonj&tien with Pavigationel aids (as ohom-
R

ing satslite or aircraft status or position) or for the generation of up-to.

the-minute weather saps.

Another object of this invention is that it be used in conjunction with

casputers for input and putput purposes, vhere aartaf functions say be pro-

grassed with visual symbols unioh sexy be interpreted by both operator and oos-

peter, and output may be in terms of meaningful visual ,symbols, easily and
0

	

,

quickly interpreted by human operates,
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In general, the device Cons** of a means of autowatioal~r presenting to

the z, y plates and the s (or brightness control grid) axis of an oscilloscope.

electronic display, simultaneous continnous signals representing the s and

y components of the motiom6of the bean which cause the bean of the oscilloscope

to dray a 2-dimensional projection. of Y or 3-dimensional visual images in repre-

sentative fashion on the tube face; and a means of controling the position, inter-

relation, color, artistic texture cad brightness of the visual images in whole

- /0
in part bV means of enumal or automatically generated electronic Control

inputs .

The images to be generated and controlled may be thought of as having,

er being composed of, 'bones' and "skikw . 1 Qbone" in this context is a spa_

offal vector, a line in three dimensional space which has a determined length, a

determined starting point, and a determined direction, a directio4 which may
~~ rs

	

EtaacLti. 1Nlk! -gtiW..57FctwVS cP -rM 4tcioa oaTkb '94 pLME MnK~.S

be described

	

~ ,a'TN-~H~ x rrx~s)
bjr the angles ® and 0 which the bone or vector makes with the fa"

miliap standard rs and zy planes respectively of 3-dimensional geometry.

	

{F16 ~) .

On the other hand, the "skin" of the image an herein described, may be thought

of 96 the thickness or shape (3-dimensional or otherwise)of the visual usage, and

may be described as the loan of an points described by the end or tip of a

variable--length skin ve+ayor which emirates from the ,bone and terminates at the



r

surface of the skin of the object" it (the vector) rotates or spins ortha-

gonslly around the bone as its root travels along the length of the bone trap

ad to the other. !or clarity fig.

	

shows this representation.

She bone erectors and asidn vectors are generated separstdys but spn-

chronOU07 or parallel in time and then added together so as to prodmce a spar

cial1y 3-dimensional electronic representation of the figure, a selecteds>--ft-

mensional projection of ahiah is dram on the face of the display scope. Con.

binations of bone and skin vectors representing different parts of the total

visual image are generated in a logical sequence (as to be descrited) .

She image drawn an the face of the scope is the 2-dimensional projection

(on a selected plane) of the end or tip of the skin vector as it rotates along

the bone or merely a projection of the bone itself (if no skin is added) . Too.

torial time-components of the computed projection (vertical and horizontal) are

continuously generated and these positional signals are fed into the z and y

channels of the
display

deviat to create the image .

2

a
Notion of the image is effected bg drawing the image i"petatives se-

quentiallyc

	

lM ms's and presenting to the We b series of "mill" pdo.

tares, but, if notion he desired, each picture slightly changed from the begin-

ring Pictures Wdng advantage of the familiar persistanoe of vision.

Notion of the image is effected br noviag or changiag the position of the

PAGE7



bow vecotrs (attibnde notion), aWor chardag the

W dw4ing the selected projection planet {camera angle motion) .

sidn vector Iw4o1e (plastic notion), and/or orthoganality to bone vector and/or

In general., valor, textural, and shading of the visual image are effected

bR proper modulation of the sigzul presented to the hUhtness control grid

(neevinsiii~~

	

) of the display scope thereby modulating the intensity of

the beset . 8pecif~.cally color wW be effected by using s color display apparatus

tae a color 3R receiver) or a combination of scopes v 3dng different colored

filters, or phosphors, and super-imposing the images by optical means (semi-

transparent mirrors) .



In blocking out our patent area there are certain basis

ideas which# if we could claim as our owns would give us the roam

we need to work in, The patenting of oor-binCtior: of ccaponents

rather then speetfia circuits would seem to be the answers for
r.wcm +T

the circuits upedearerso common that there are many possible fe-

P A6E- 9

signs* prrkjiPPS Wt SkoUt,D T1tttJK IIJ'T'~lZMS OF THE F~fluJ HND p(~CtiS51~G 0~ 516N/,1.`~

Some basic ideas to keep in mind however aret

A, The vector addition of the skin vector to the

bona vector .

GoaT.
VCLZOCL

a s Full_&_-eio FormRt

vrzcTo~Z>k~N
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iV- iN V'L: CTZ~YZ

b,00- UwL FokmX1'

B, The basic idea of using a scanner output to mom

dulpte the length of the kkin vector,

~%N
Ytt1Jk

Q, The idea that the skin vector is orthogonal (at

right angles) gZ at any particular angle to the

bone vector � We may want to change this angle

s~,~. 6~oSSP Rt+~ of Fa ~M AtS

	

p

	

~~



briefly in eertsin places in order to produes

plastie effects in the skin - as in lip or eye

motion,

D, The method of generating the skin film of ortha-

gonel information trhish may be scanned.

	

Right now

we are contemplating using the film-density as the

storage medium wY:ioh holds the information of the

skin-thickness . There are other ways to hold this

information ( ac in a memory device), gather than

1xPve the informati on contained in the film density

(with density variptione from black to whites the

information could be encoded in a digital fashion

with black and white dots e

E, We also need leewey in the methods we use for scan..

ning the akin-film, Rignt now we contemplate using

a normal rectangular raster

for the full basic format s

But we may w-nt to use a different raster as
SKIN

F 1 L111

SK11J

f( ."



gCTtthL UNE'

DRAWN By

wtspt.g4 RAM,

DISi>'-Kr-r-1b

-T Vr- PP V,)h B`1

Tics, SCAwNtR.

cK,LTpa wH T--N

ScPN1v~tZ ~s us~A

AS D~-SCS2~'(~'

where the output o! the scanner is used merely

to IUWeo the bone vector to one side and/or

the other so th^t we draw a bone twice$ thereby

drawing on the display only the outlind ofthe

pertieular object being drawn,
j) 1s PLn'l CRT

we ash this "outline Format",



P, lie also need leeway in sirenit design in sueb

a way tint we may a) transistorise or b) digi

tolize the synchronizing and mltiplexing teak..

nignes,

Q, We need lots of room in the control eild of the

device, At prerent we create electronic Inputs

to the bone gates by the hand-mpnipulation of

potentiometer However, we have many Ideas for

improvements, and is we get more experience with

the operation of the eevise, we will add new cir-

suits and develop now techniques to inane control

as o"tomatie as poeeible,
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� T,s

	

Z want this to be, a terra wish tiiseribes one

0148SARY OF POR=

method for format) we use to "draw" an object= namelys the

simultaneous generation of akin and bone vectors and the

vector addition of these and the application of these to

the vertical and horicontal abannels of a dipplaq scope so

that the CRT beam sweeps out a projection on the CRT face

of the ariraling tip 0.f the suns of the vectors,

OUT-LIVE FORMAT : This term is used to djearibe the object-draw..

ins format wuiob uses the particular scanning pattern and

device operation described in "E" of "Stm>raery", Essential.

IT it refers to the teehnique of drawing outlines of objects

or figures,

ANOTHER Fa,RMATs ZIG Z,AG

	

In the sig sag tormet the skin vector

is caused to wobble back and forth� (not spin) in a 1800
Wrz

are as it travels along the bone,
u0o1JE;

K1N VEc-TOR
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Mr clock or master oscilla

!!» outputs are at the exact same frequency.

workings of the device are "tier-synchronised."

on the display scope.

frequency or frame rats.

MORE. DtTP LED DT-5<121'PT_IOm-5

NASTBR OscILLIITM

	

('CLac

a ctable, variable-

frequency waveform gensratorj Wtw5e rrvm4QlaiSOi MA'1 M tow'i12ot-T-p 64

A,W 'F,~c.T

	

NAL D .t,% -4aj-T6.4,?ID
are two signal outputs of the clock or master

3
osai3,3,atoe. Oil* In a sgmars Wave nX&n,, the other, a SLwn W&YOMA

The function of the clock is to furnish the "drivina-

signals" to the device .

	

It is also a cans bpr rich the Loner

We refer to the output of the clock as "high frequency,"DO

becaase we count down (by means of a aamter:11to be described later)

to the "franc frequency," thus establishing a frame mite.

	

Frame

rate is the rate at which we draw one coMlete figure or picture

Because the counter performs a fined-ratio-countdown,

the low frsgaenay is alxags a lover multiple of the high frequency.

Thus, by TU71ng the high fiygneacy, we autometioaW vary the lore

During this developuental period, we have been operating

%6E 14



at fray rates between th. sad 30 cycles per seoand (CPS) .

	

30 cps

is desirable at this tine beesoso

a) fhs lighting in oar workshop is such that at a loser

frame rate, we see a bothersome flicker, and

b) It is very OW to synchronise the fregueuenciee to the

60-wcls lini

causes a slog wobble of the picture.

deflection gensrataWlaf the skin scanner

The sine wave out:

~ncys (Jest twice the frame rate)

with a hand adjustrsent and thereby eliminate what is

known as "hum" or litre noise, which if not synchronised

In the future, we will install a feedback

3n the eonntsr circuit which will. automatically synchronise all

frequencies to the line (60 CPS) and thus eliminate the necessity

of hand adjustments and also assure as enact Y4 CPS fratee rate .

The square wave output is fed directly into the counts

It is also fed into and is the driving signal. for the borisantal

to be described later) .

tiL
Is fed into two of tbs sampler

(sampler gates to be described later), also into a 90 degree phase

shifterwhose output now becomes a cosine vane (in relation to the



original sine nave uhich is sabsequa~tly
fed i,~tto the other

(to be described latar) .

an function at the

both aim and cosine waves are fed into

be talon 9mr b r tae tape

Moordarv Wbw the cloak simals an rooord.d an esr at Ww

channels, and wed as driving :fowls at the dMeo s thus

synchrmislng all recorded sigeals rdth the "tape cloak."



later.)

C

	

.TIIM CaXTP.oLT

MW countais a chain of MAWe nalti abrators . The

input to the Arst BSMP'in the chaia is Us high frsgwnq sgnn

Othe clock. ib output

	

the first BMff Is a square way

which is exactly j the rre9uaw of the input. Thus each. 89dff

is the own hales its input frequency .

At
the

present time as have 9 WW!s In the counter cbmin .

This given a conntdaw ratio of 512 :1 .

	

Thks for a frame rate o!

24 frame/sec., the
high

frequency seat b 12,288 C

There is nothing magic about this selected ratio of 512

to 1. The choice of it at this time eras governed by the ease with

which we are able to we the hiEh frequency is the function (sins-

cosine) generator network.

	

If the frequencies used in that network

set too h1gh, the generator doss Act psrtors as well as we'd like

it to. We have not had time to redesign the netwoOks However,,

it works wll 9P to 16 or 17 AC, scary allowing a 30 FP5 tract rate .

G! course, the higLer the frequency we was Va greater

"bone

	

akin" resolution viv may hays .

	

(This will b explained



p
The output of the first BW,, besides being fled into the

is also fled into the delay soltivibrators is the afor*.

mentioned sine-cosine function generator network, and acts as a

driving signal fur those delay M7ss .

	

In other vords, it causes

the delay We to allow a sampling of the sins-and cosine wares is

no ~b
the saxplers at j the frequency of the sin.

	

aodM Waves 12 the sam-

plrersl i.e., then are 2 gTclles to sample from. The significance

of this is that w can get nore than a 3600 rotation of a bone.

(To be described now fuW. )

Mw tinier control is a feedback network which automatically

syacbromises all of the driving frequencies (i .e . High and Law) to

the 60 OPS line-trequenpthus assuring as smut 24 FPS :war rate .

There are 2 inputs to the timing controls one is the 24

CPS from the cou teis the other is 60 CPS from the pour liaa. The

2!i CPS frame rate is fed into a Bf whose output is therefore 12

5
CPS- The lint fragway (60 CPS) Is fed Into a 5=1

(binary feedback ") and its output is 12 CRS. These f

frequencies are then fed into a phase-conparator.

	

The output of the

phase conparitor (a D .C . voltage) is fled into a D .C .-eoatrolW



CK-
owcillatorwl~sose seas output fregt~ will be the desired high

fregneary ihich when fled into the frost and o! the conmte i, will

401-
produce 94 CPRas accurately as the lime freg=M 9 60 CPS)

at the tack Md of the oomtrr. For w with a tape recorder;

the oscillator would be replaced IV a motor speed goveraoi";vMch

vould accurately regulate the tape DPW

(@(Da
frequencies

	

off the tape .
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SLSCTRMM GATE-Ca

	

noe OR MMOSTA

	

M.rivnaUTCR Car :rr

uSSD NS
She chain of monostable mn1tivibratora M3MO) lot an

electronic somutatc+r shioh opens and closes a series of "bar"

gates n a sequential

Ms G

	

Tat (iaakae5,3T; ~`~1T

In surer words, the WMPrs

fbrabh the driving (

	

o1o91M) signals"to the gates .

The input to the first MW in the chain is a frar-

ID
rats frequency pulse (say 24 CPS) which ears fron the ooontsr~

When the pa arrives, it causes the lsW® flip into its other

(=stable) state, for a length of time as determined by its

M7
integra3. RC network. At varying the 2angth of tiers during

which the MMV is in its =stable state may be varied. Daring

this "open" time, a grange in voltage occurs on sere of its outputs~''

This voltage is used to open a n+~er of gat" connected to Lt.

When the "open" time has lapsed, the

	

automatically flips back

into its original state (stable) and changes back the output ~D

voltage driving the gates, thus closing them. During the flip'-

CNR0bk ICI NOLTA&E

	

0
back, a,pa siailar to the one that canned the orlainal flip is



generated at another output

in the chain wbrre a s4	operationoccurs, thus opening the

net group of associated dates for a tir described IW the R

cycles.

MW tbeaoe is sent to the next MAP

the MW so sagaaged .

	

In this manner, fl,Tback retraces, and

proceed to draw the arm, and during that "placement" bone

associated vitb that 2nd I~IP. Ibis ooaamutating action continues

until all the MsM''s in the chain

	

e gone tbra their individual

&.oac D1(>GMM
The "driviog output°of the MM's (shwm inj~i)

Is used to perform a ramvber of tasks. For example, this output

~ be used to close the electronic switches across the integrating

capacitors,them causing the displyr beam to "fly back" to its

starting point. These signals are wed tberefore as inputs to the

flyhack aircuit, and this action will be described later in more

detail. kaotber use of the MW output is to din or blank-out

~ display bean. By applying the MW output to the grid of the

display CRT, the beam in "turned-oft" during the "open" time of

certain bone-placing retraces* (as in the arms, where tar beam
.%WNE9 bRAWt0Cr A N4W TI(wtf,

must move from the starting point, up to the shoulder and tbrnce

w
drawiM, the beam is blanked out) =W- be blanled out as desiredx



As mentioned before, the length of tins that on XW

remains in its open poiition is determined by of the integral

RC network. Thus by varying each of the resistances aaeooiatied

with each 2~5 !t'c~C-a ,st~ro

	

, on operator is able to "set-up' a

figure or character to have the desired "bane" lengths, and

overall structure .

	

He also, in this seep procedure,

determines the segneaoe in which the particalw bones will. be

dram. In determining this segnence he makes the necessary

connections between the .HMW-n and the flyback a©d blanking

circuits, is addition to determining and "setting-up" the

desired bons lengths.

The W47 chain is a witching, commutrting network

which regulates the opening and closing of the "bone" gates

The varioras tasks which it performs could be done in other

wears, such as (a) mechanical systems (b) bit3azy counter systems

with *

	

diode network: c .) other electronic arraagewe-its

d .) electro mechanical systsms.~t_oR C.REATER 5'rpBlbiTt'1

E~+tiNTUw..i.~t ksr~ 3H+~ s~cSS~r~



Associated with each bone, and being driven bpr a

=-,, of the M6117 chain, are a number of electronic gi

(or shape) prescribed by the shaped input:

gates are nor-Ally --losed, but are opened by the rectangular wave

fore received from their driving multivibrator. ?hart is an output

frwa the gate only during the *open" period, and the aatture or

character of this output is governed by the input signaE If the

input-is a D .C. signal, then the output will be a correspaaeding

D .C . signal (similarly if the input is a sinswave or other

shaped signal, the output will lcok like the input) .

	

In other

words, the gatepasses or allows to pass thru it may signal that

is pra3ent at its inpu&ing the "open-period"of the gate.

Casxr, L . VoiTA r.ES of 'CKE Oft

lbe,gates for each bone are in parallel, and operate t4c 9a

simultaneously, and send signals to different parts of the device

gfN-lzHk
in order to "make" bones and co&:ol their vectorial positions in

ti

space. A gated D .C . vaveform (as will be shown later) makes a

straight bone.

	

A gated "shaped" wave form will nuke a bobs whose

loti

axis in not straight, but has the integrated, vectorial directcW



Br varying the D .C . voltage applied to the first gate;

tire angle (e) that the bone makes with the Z-axis of the displq

is varied. A variable potenti

	

al be used to vary this

input voltage (other means mw be used, of course) .

	

The seoond

gate is used to control the angle that the borne mWoes with the

Z-2 plane (k), in similar fashion by varying that D .C . input.

The third gate is used to control the angular position (or

may be called '"rotational position") of the skin an the bone .

Additional gates may be used in similar fashion to

control other parazrters of the bon# - such as intensity,

texture, etc .

The first two gates called "g" end "¢" send their

c73 r~4

and other gate signals may also be sent to corresponding

chaatrels of the tape record so that during playback these

multiplexed signals will drive the bone and skin producing

mechanisms of the device, thus automatically producing the

output sign similar, angle-producing networks. These

previously recorded nonements of the bones and associated parts .



thl

The outputs of consecutive 0 ptts art all its Into

- sine-cosies !unction-generator and similarly WO

Outputs of 4~ gates into mine-cosine function Can.
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There are two sine-cosine function generators, One

receives its input from the 8 gatesthe other from the

Sach generator has two outputs for sach inpuut:'"&e range of

voltages at the input represent any desired angular position

of the bone, and the two voltage outputs have the relation

of the sine and cosine respectively. (See General The=y)

In order to produce the relative values of the sine

$1MUPTA/'/G0', SLyand cosine, samples of sine and cosine waves are taken~at

regular intervals, and these samples are fed into capacitors

which hold the sampled voltages# to produce D.C . voltages

across the capacitors which are at the levels being sampled .

A sine-cosine function generator has in its net-

work a delay multivibrator;a narrow-output monostable,multi-

vibra

the output of each sampling gate .

	

The delay multivibra

2 wave-sampling gatesnd a holding capacitor on

61
has two inputs . One input comes from the 2nd stage of the

count#;at +j the high frequency and is of the square tiave

S'1
type .

	

The input causes the delay multivibrator to change states

,(to flip) . It will remain in this state until it flips back



automatically into its original state . the length of time

that it remains in the unstable state is determined tr the

a D.C . voltage whose value determines the length of tine the

delao M.V. will "delay" .

	

The "driving" inputfrom the count-

er,as stated before, is at

	

the high frequency . This means

This 2nd input (which comes from the gates)is

that the delay M.V . performs its function once for every 2

cycles of the high frequency . This allows a sampling of the

sine and cos

	

moves to be taken over 2 cycles of the waves,

which allows for a bone-angle swing of more the* 360o contim-

uous.

th output of the delay M .V . is differentiated and

clipped, so that only a narrow pulse representing the trailing

edge of the change-of-states is sent on to the narrow-pulse

The input to the narrow pulseMA a narrow, trig-

55
gar pulse coming from the delay MP.

	

The output of the

Another input to the gates is a sine wave (to one) and a

is a very narrow, straight sided pulse which is used to drive

(or open) 2 sampling gate% !he gates are very fast acting .



cosine wave (to the oth caning from the sinewave generator

(clock) and from the phase-shifter respectively`: Thus the

('. .~~ 5D
autpu "o~the gates is a very narrow pulse chose height (or

value of voltage) is determined by the time at which the sine

5a0
and cosine waves were sampled, which time vas determined by

the trailing edge of the delay X .9; which time was deter.

~7

ing been determined by the outpuvof the bone gates . Ilie num-

bar of such pulses for any given D.C. value impressed upon

the delay M.X. is determiAed by th&length of atw given bone, AND TNF OPtmalri,K
OT TOY- DEIALl MR1cH IS TYNE Hl6H FAE4 . -Tl+a5

	

B
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is F116N1`R O{~
"`FIMf.R" W%-M N16tAsk b1z1N)(MCr mv?vtt,)C1£S,

Because of the holding capaait esociated with

the output of each sampling gate, there appears across each

>eapa~itgrAtD,C&'~ltage

	

esenting a particular value of

the bone is being generated.

sine or cosine . For a normal-length bone, the holding ca-

pacitor may receive 15 or 20 sampling pulses during the time

There are other whys of generating this sine-cosine

lunation.

	

One simple way would be to let the output of the

	

.

mined by the D .C. voltag impressed upon it, this voltagehav-

bone gates supply voltage to associated sine-cosine potentio-



meters, but thave pots are expensive and it would be regnibed

that there be one for each ate and controling inputs would

have to be exclusively mechanioal .



three dimensional space .

INTHORATM Tr

9,4.7-
the integrator is a high gain amplifier uhich has

a feedback capacitot~ its ice. Its function is to per.

form continuous mathematical intearstion of the signals present-

y z
ed to its input."There are three integratoriin the bone

generator, one for each geaaetric foordinate (is# x$ Y, s) of

If the inpu~V'to an integrator is a D.C . voltage, the

output is a ramp funotid"U: The initial conditions (starting

voltages on the out ~~t~ich determine the starting point of

each bone on the display) are deteroined by the voltage aodcss

the feedback capaci If there is no discharge of that capa-

(S4cctsswt eooto
citor between swcuseive integrations, then the bones generated

W the integration of a sequence of D .C . voltages will be

*joined together"~*enever the capacitors discharged or

"shorted out", the initial condition voltages are made sero,

and the display beam returns to a "ssro" or "starting" position.

(The flyback circuit to be described performs the function of

shorting out and discharging the capacitai desired or re-



quired to draw a figure or image .)

Integrator determines the rate of change of voltage at the

output (slope

tal is 8.

The value of voltage presented to the inpri

If the Input D.C . voltages to the z and y

integrators represent the coo 9 and sin 8 respectively,* then

the output of the integrators when fed into the horizontal

and vertical amplifiers on a display scope will cause the

beam to draw a line on the scope hose angle to the horizon-

51
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Th outputa'of the combination of arV two of the

integrators when presented one to each of the verticae and

horizontal deflection channels of the display CRT will give

the projection of the figure (or image to be drawn) on the

plane determined by the combination . For Swtmple,* if the

x R~
z and y integrator# outputs are used,* then the display will

be a view which is the projection of the figure of the z,* y

plane.

	

Similarly, if the y and a outputs are used,* the view

will be a projection of the figure on the y,* z plane .

	

Inter-

mediate views sqy be obtained by combining all three Integra-



proper amounts: thus allowing an operator of

the device to view the object or figure from aror position.

the ration of combining these integrator outpa

canoed later .

fashion is carried out bar the *camera angle network* to be die-



out or discharge the capacitors tcassociated with the In-

at the end of each cycle of bone generation. Discharging of

0
the capacitors causes the bean of the display CRT to fly back

to the starting position.

MUCK MMiS= Vi

The function of the flyback network is to short-

x %V2-

at desired times during the sequence of bones and

An electronic switch discharges the capacitor.pul.ses

which close the switch come from an amplifier which is in

turn fed by pilses (which are selec

	

q
B

desired) conning

from selected multivibratora-'of the MSlV chain. Also, a pulse

whose duration is determined by the time of the closing of the

the beginning of A new cycle of the first MsMV

~g1
is generated by a bistable imultivibrato3: This flyback bi-

stable MP receives a pulse from the laa-t MaMW as it closes .

f9
to close. This HSMQOtays is the "closedw state until it re-

ceives another input pulse which this time comes from the

This pulse flips the BSMir and its output causes the switche
8~

$~

counter the same pulse which starts the chain of MSMVIs.



tiartihioh activates# the ssritahet so as ,+o prevent pulses fleas
d:

feeding back into the gates and tuts caning then to operate

oat of sequence .

Diodes connect all of the pulse ispats to the =pli"

ation of a pulse, be it long or short . '

StCowD ,

. 8 dw
The elestronic switches r0main 4owd during the dar-
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drawn.

Information .

-7z:
The Skin Generator is a high speed

	

cammutator which

conveys in proper sequence and synchronisation the thickness information which

is retained in a convienient form of information storage device of mediimt.

The function of the skin generator is to generate a video signal

magnitude of which represents the orthogonal distance (or thickness) between

the bone vector and the surface (of the skin) of the object or figure being

the Skin Generator is a ktglc flying spot scannerrich scans a specially

9~
prepared photograAS the density of which contains the desired thickness

the flying spot scanner is a special (short persistence phosphor) cathode

ray tube"-(MT) in which the beam is caused to sweep oat a perscribed raster

(patern of lines) . The beau produces a short-persistent spot of light on the

face of the tabe . This spot of light is optically conducts

photographic transparea~Lh tr&nemito varying amounts of light according to

focused on the

the film density. Thus the photographic transparencymodulates the intensity of

the light as the spot sweeps or scans &crop it . This modulated light is collected

b9 a condensing lens

the modulated light into a voltage signal

;*6T: 35

roughly focused on a photoamltiplierfade which converts

'video) .

	

(In general, this system acts

as a high speed commutators conmutatin~ marW pieces of information in a desired



stream or sequence . " TV camera is another example of a device which perform

this continuous commutation) .

The video signal then added (vecto

nal, giving the positional information to the display besm which represents

the thickness of the object or figure being drawn.

The movement of the flying spot is oontroled by deflection mmplM

in scanner. The controling deflection wave forms are generated in the hors-

sontal and vertical deflection generators(saw tooth generators)y, which are

synchronised and driven by an input from the clock.

The raster (pattern of 6ovement of the spot) of the scanner is basically

rectangular, with some localised modificationsin the pattern fbr special, skin-

distortion effects as in lip, eye, and other facial and plastio"type movements .

(such as wrinkle effects which

of associated bone angles) .

d be automatically developed as a function

The skin generator may also be used to develops other skin information

such as color, texture, and shading. (This will be discussed later .)



various signals is given below.

xlfyRlt's

© sin k2t
cog k2t

r

SKIN NEiwaRC7-

The function of the skin network is to algebraically

combine the various voltage representations of sin9.-cos -0;

(off
sin

	

acs

	

al

	

al , ~l ,

	

I

	

IDsin alt, We a2taW the video

'"# to give the proper formilamatia representations

of the geometric projections of the figure or object being gen-

erated . For quick reference, a tabular explanation of these

sin 91

	

D.C. values of voltage whose relationship is
0014 e

	

assths sine and cosine of the angle 8

sin it

	

D.C. values of voltage whose relationship is
coo :

	

as the sine and cosine of the angle 8

Ramp functions of voltage, the outputs of the

	

40
integrators x, y and s respectively, where the
constant al is a scaling factor which is a device
funtion; a lumped constant which takes into acopunt
the gains of the horizontal and vertical amplifies
of the display, the gains of the integrating amplifiers,
and the amplitude of the input sine and cosine hi.gh-
f1~equenay waves .

Sine and cosine wave functions whose frequency
(the high frequency) is determined by k2, and
whole amplitude is considered to be gqual to one
wniit.(Normal mathematical representation would be :
a sin k2t, but for brevity we let a s l (soft)
which may be about ten volts, peak to peak.(p-p) .

Capital A is used to denote the video signal which
comes from the skin-scanner . This is a typical
wide band video signal . whose upper frequencies are
very high .
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Two algebraic functions are performed by that portion of the device

w call the skin networks namely multiplication and addition . Associated with
~47- -?3

each multiplier are inP

necessary to allow an anal

	

multiplier to perform its tast of multiplication.

t+a $&ltipliers also require a"center-p t tj thus there are three inputs to

the multipliers. The important thing here is not how we perform the particular

task, but that we do perform it . Add

the various signals presented to it. If rill the signals are of opposite polarity

~x
the the added actually performs a subtraction .

Algebraically speaking, the Skin Network takes the previously mentioned

signals and combines them so that:

eras which are electronically

X'4-2
kre merely resistor networks which add

x . Kltx con 0 coo

	

- A con O sin 4 cos k2t - A sin O sin k2t

y e Klty sin 9 cos 0

	

+ A sin 0 sin ~ cos k2t + A cos e sin k2t

" K3.ts sin

	

+ A cos 4 con k2t

Here, x, y and s represent the x,ys and s vectorial components of the

three dimensional figure . %r presenting any two of these signals to the I and T

channels of a display CRT, the resulting drawing will be a projection of the

three dimentional figure on the plane determined by the components selected .

By the geometric selection and combination of all three of these components,

any view or projection of the three dimensional figure may be shown .



The function of the Oamera-Angle Network is to algebraically combine

(and thus geometrically and vectorially combine) the x,y and s components of

the three-dimensional figure in such a manner as to allow for the selection and

presentation of any 2-dimensional projection or view of the figure when the 2

outputs of this network are presented to the

channels of a display CRT.

a constant, the second is addition.

and cosine of the vector"= and is accomplished by a network of variable, sine-

cosine potentiomet

Two algebraic functions are performed . The first is multiplication by

Multiplication by a constant is, in effect, the " taking of the sine

CAMERA-ANGLE YIBWQRK -X

T (horsontal and vertical)

ddition it performed by using a fixed-resistance network".

Angles Of (theta prime) and 4 1 (phi prime) represent the rotation of

the xy plane about the x axis and xs plane about the s axis, respectively .

o.- b
Two Sine-Cosine pots ganged together (ies vUh vipers on a common

is the mechanism for performing the properly-related multiplication by

constants, ief taking the aims and cosines in their proper relationship.

"here are two such me`c
cd
Rotation of the shaft od one controls

a-b

	

C.
the viewing angle 00 . The other controls the viewing angle 01 . Amplifiers

associated with the network of sine-cosine pots are an electronic necessity .

IN(6T-- 4O



The two output of this network are fed into the

of the display CRT, and represent the ebeam-positional" information necessary

to draw the figure . Controlling,eeavo-mot will be used to position

the shafts of 61 and i' s so that the servo driving signals say be recorded

on the control tape (magnetic) along with other control signals, thus record-

ing the camera angles . In other words, ty recording the servo input

the servos will automatically position the shaf%o-a the sine-cosine pots to

give the desired viewing or camera angles on playback .



OM" MMNTZON AND SCAN COMMSTON X

Because the display beam is drawing a 2-dimensional, projection of a

3-dimensional tmage in a continuous manner it is necessary to provide a means

of preventing the beam from draving over a portion of the image which has al-

ready been drawn. Tans a apeaial device for *overlap prevention*

tion of dolng &rosy with *ghost* image or overlap.

t'h erlap may be classified into two types .

	

One type occurs when the

*back pa--t§ or part of the image on the side away from the viewer is drawn.

This overlap is prevented by turning off the intensity of the beam according

to the vectorial position of the skin hector which is a function of 1) phase of

-Xl- .
the higr frequency, and 2) the camera angle

plane of projection) .

r~~3
special display tube

The 2nd type of overlap occurs when one part of an object or figure over-

laps another part, or where one figure is in front of another .

	

By using a

the func-

ch governs the position of the

h has in it, two or more electron guns, one of which

is a *write* gun, another of which is an *erase* gun, (haring selective erasure

capability) and having the erase gun predede the write gun by e"loying a slight

delay in the swrite* signals (both guns getting the same positional display sig-

pals, however) overlap may be prevented, as long as the object or part of the



vWs DRkwN
method (namely, )I-last)W 1 I J s hoW )

L multi-gun sco

object which is to be displayvd is drawn in sequence compatible with this

employed will contain the image tams drawn for

2

a l

	

of time necessary for Photographing or scan aoawertJP " scam con.

be used to tranform the dram image into a scanning pattern which

is compatible with television transmission or a close-line raster which would be

compatible for the superposition of figures on a background.

At this point in the generation of animated pictures it is necessary to

consider picture quality in terms of resolution.

	

The problem of resolution be-

5comes acute when high scanning

	

neces fates high bandwidth its.

'Thus it is contemplated that the special picture techniques (snperimpositio

it'd
overlap prevent on-scan oornnrsi will be carried on at a relatively slow

rate - ie, not at the same speed at which we animate . An operator may do his

animation in real time (vUere toe device puts the control signals into a

will be at a slower rate, and of course all automatically controled by the

pre-programmed animation.

display, (compatible with 35ms film grain) mq be attained.

24/frame/sec format) but the eventual film-recording of the animated segwces

With low# reproduction-scanning rates# high resolution cathode ray tube



for the play-back

X .S . mnltivibra

animation run .)

(plaprback) heads

network.

The function of the recording network is to record the joined-together

3 }!o
gate-output signals (multiplexed angle-signals fFam the bone-gates) and allow

er. On one channel is recorded the clock signals and frame-

chroniiation. Sound is recorded on another.

Selective recording of individual gate-outpats or groups of gate-out-

puts is accomplished with recording gates

'The tape format is shown belows

19
se signals. the recorder is a unlti-channeled record-

.ch are activated (opened) by the

ors associated with the bane gates desired to be recorded.

be employed to hold these recording gatesopened if it is desired

to record all of the bones .

	

(as an operator may do at the beginning of an

The *write* (record) headsre situated *upstream" from the sreade

0-51
far as tape motion is concerned . the signals which are

passed by the recording gatesarethence recorded on the tape by the *write"

e signals thus recorded are almost immediately read bF the *read*

heads from which the signals are amplified and sent into the bone generation
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The clock channel

7W/GAL TAPX- ForetYA7T

are sen?to the counter chain.

.©HE fRAl1f----y"

r
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recorded on it the high frequency sine

lthe intermittent frame pa ~. These signals are electronically separa

readings and the sine waves are sen~to the bons generator and the frame pulses

After the 8 and + tape channels are filled with *worded signals, selec-

tive re-recording is accomplished by making connection`s tween selected GIs

and the$ recording gatesso that these gates are opened only during the times

iE) jDti-,
of occurrence of the opening of the 8 and + gates associated with the selec

XMIs. (The initial recording snitch is ops
aT fl`srn~

For example, suppose an operator Wshed to re-record the angular actions

of the 4th and 5th bones.

	

He Id connect the pulsed output of WffIs A and !5

to the actuating input terminal of the recording, gate.

	

Thus the only time re-

cording would take place would be at the wmct spots on the tape that corres-



ponded to the previously recorded actions of bones b and 5 . The wits hen,

being activated at those times~wodld obliterate the previously recorded signals

and lone the newly desired signals an the tape.

	

The rest of the frame time the

on the display.

areclosed . The read heads up the old as well as the new

0rc,
signals and transmiT then through the device to stimulate the desired action

Other tape channels are used in similar fashion to record end control

other parameters of the bone. For example,, the (rho) channel is used to

PK6 ~

9

control the rotational position (or twist) of the sldn relative to the bone axis.
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&OT SNaWN)

oat of the camera angle network are

beam-positioning signals; (Just as fingers control the position of a pencil

an paper),

	

?he function of the wading (and color) netsrcrk is to govern the

beam intensity as it drays the figure or object, ie. (high fregmincy) varia-

tions in intensity associated with skin shades and shadows, textures sto .

which arise from the surface variations in the skin.

	

(Color variations in

this sense are thought of in terms of a two or three-color (anlti-color)

process where, for example, the images of three display scopes (images 6den-

tical on each) are optically superimposed, and each scope has a color filter an

its face.

	

By varying the intensities of the 3 beams, the optical image has

full spectrum color capability. Thus this topic is called 'shading (and)

color network",)

'$re "skin* video sicontains the information about the orthogonal

distance between bone and skin (thickness) . In the Full Basic Format, the

rate-cf-change of the video signal is used to control the brightness (shading)

of high-frequency skin variations to accentuate skin features which occur between

the edges of the object being drawn in this format by differentiating the skin

video a rate-of-change signal is obtained. 1 threshold network detects all

rates of change above a prescribed absolute value. The clipped output of the

PAGE 47



threshold network is amplified and scaled, thence used to modulate beam intensity.

cloak.

R==ing, edge effects (edge chadors, etc.) are produced in accordance with

the skin vector position which is a function of the phase of the high frequency

In addition, a high frequency wobble or a focus-flare say be employed

to heavy-up or thicken the edges, this action also being synchronous with phase

of the high frequency sine gave

Plat color effects, or grays, or textures which to not vary with bone

position may be produced by gating-in these intensity-modulating signals using

the bone gates desighed for that purpose,

	

The input to the gates may be a

high frequency of a certain pattern which when applied to modulate the beam

intensity during the drawing of a particular bone will give a textured pattern.

More specifically, video signals of prescribed desighs may be applied in this

manner to give the desired exterior appearance of an object as a wap box or

other consumarer product, or a shirt pattern (on a human figure) or a fur pat.

term ( on an aniul character) .

	

(To generate this intensity video, another

scanner technique where optical means (2-way mirrors) are used to have the

skin-scanning raster of the flying spot focused on two (or more) films - where

one film contains thickness informationand another contains surface color,

PA6Le *f
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positions, attitudes, plastic distort

straight.)

are generated automatically.

COMM OF MUTION AND On= PAHAMM

~fro 35 3b trc
Ibr controling the voltage inputIR the bone gates, the brightness

and other spacial parmmettors are con-

trailed.

	

The finction of the controls is to generate the desired signals !or

Ate' the various notions, etc . Zn general the controlling signals are

very low frequency and in some -'dames practically D.C .

	

(The sampling rate for

each bone signal to be multiplexed is 24 times per second. In one second,

unless the action of a bone is very trwift, the voltage zariation from the be.

ginning to the end of one drawing cycle (1/22a sec .) of one bone jS

	

1/30(1/24)

a, fcy
or 1/720 sec .) is very slight.

	

That is to say, suppose the voltage varies

.5 volts in one second due to the turning of a potentiometer in order to change

the angle of the bones Then the variation from the beginning to the end of a

bone is about 3,/'140 volts which is such a small change that the bone appears

Networks of variable resistors and very low-frequency generators may be

1 vrrk,"ecArFD
used to generate

	

d bone-group actions or notions . As the manipulation

of the potentiometer inputs is simplified, it may be considered that the "con-

trols" may became more and more computer like, where maupr bone-motion functions

PACE 1 7



Shaped waveforas in place of D.C . inputs into the bone gateigill give

generate
bonesxother that; straight. Four examplep a saw-tooth control input will make a

td ggly ~lV'U bone]

	

" sinosaidal input ( if at the proper phase and frequencyI

will maks a circular bone ie. a aircls= a square (tgpe) wave input will make a

sig sag /VN/~ or saw-tooth tope baste= a ramp input~to the bone gates will make

a am-red or arched borne/

Special controlling waveforms may also be inserted either before or after

the integratoa"i without passing through the bone-gating and sampling netarorks,;

in order to produce desired mutations on the bones .

	

(Techniques such as these

have been discussed on mamy occasions and will be executed when time allows.)

Joy-sticks and finger controls have been designed for easy, mechanical

manipulation of the controls and may be the subjects of later patents .

	

Special

'oar facial expressions may be tranduced from actual facial.

and lip motions using a network of strain gages .



accordance with the various nodes described hers .

Mole I: Character Infornuitton Input

Mode II t Set

OVE.L OPEATx08

As is contemplated at this time, operation of the device will be in

9
Specially prepared photographic transparencies containing

information necessary for character and backgroung generation

are put into the device . Corresponding bone lengths are set,

either bY hand mardpulotion of "length pots or by the ixsser+.

(Y,,e'~ s 4 awni)
tion of a prepared "resistor card.

	

Hone sequence is epro-

grammede (including flybacks) by making the desired intercon-

nections of the M'9MV chain.

(O.vC FOI2 C^eb 6k7Ej

3N
The primary set-up-control potentioaae

	

are manipulated to

put the character or characters in a desired, neutral position. The primary

recording gate sf 6h is closed and the recorder is actitated

to record a length of time corresponding to the scene length

(which is governed by the pre-recorded sound track) . The tape

is then returned to its starting position.

	

(This may be called

ethe initial tape WO.)
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Mode Ilir Animation

111th the initial recording gate open, but with the desired

n
bones in the record mode-lie-.with MW hook-up to record-

ing gate) animation is effected by manipulation (either

electronic, slectro mechanically, or hand mechanically)

of the bone gate inputs of the bones being animated . (This

msy be called "animation pass".) Subsequent animation passes

are made until the desired sequence of action is obtained.

(Skin may or msy not be in place at this times)

Mode I9:

	

Full Animation Check

In this mode, the device is ran at a slower speed to allow

the complete fabrication of the scene, including skin draw-

ing, shadings background superposition, etc., so ss to allow

inspection of the completed scene .

Mode To

	

Photographic Recording

The device is run at the slower, photographic-recording speed

while the individual frames of film are exposed to the so-

gaenoe of pictures generated automatically bar the device,

hang prey been programmed in ModeU.



i display scope or standard, electrostatically-deflected cathode ray

tabe acts as a vector-component-adder if the proper time-variant signals are

presented to the x and y plates . Fig I shows a vector of length ILshich sakes

an angle Ct with the X azi.s.

plotted as shown in fig 2 .

GEN= MMZ CIy HM C

	

ATION

l
One representation of this function in the x, y coordinate system is

y =f(t)

	

(function of time)
x =f(t)

Which is a parametric representation of that line which starts at to

and goes to tl .

	

the functions of time f(t) are ramp functions and ssy be

't o

Fig 2 show that in the time to to~~9 x and y increase from xo to =1, and yo to



yl respectively. xx and v~, represent the slopes of the x and y functions, to al-

gebraic representation of these ramp functions arcs

x . >sxt

	

and

	

y - myt

where ax and s. are constants which represent the slopes of the lines in fig. 2,

and t is the time variable .

'these slopes are the svae as the tangents of the angles Ox and 0 and

tanox saxa -%I-=°`
Tl . - To

Figure 1 shops that

tl - to = 1

	

(L = length of vector from to to t'1)

Figure 1 also shove that

yl yosin 0 - --L-

	

and

	

con 9 = ---

Then by substituting equals we see that

A - yo yi - yosin 0 = --t---- _

	

---t--

	

~ a

	

tan Oy

	

;

	

and
1 0

core= - ti -- t0

tan

	

. .

	

, 71_

	

yo

tl - to

Therefore the algebraic representations of the functions in figure 2 are:t
tz t,

x s coo A t7	and

	

y = sin 9 t

b :a

where con e and sin 8 are constants which represent the slopes of the



ramp functions of figure 2# which are also the time-variant, parametric

representations (dmltaneous equations) of the vector components of figure 1.

We 1mow that the indefinite integral of a constant (g) in the time

domain is given by

'

	

= as

	

[fWj

	

s fT- dt

	

=

	

It + C

where C represents the initial condition criteria.

If for I we substitute sin 0, coo 0, we got

z =

	

Lt(t)3

	

-

	

cos 0 dt

	

; 0a 0 t +

and

7

	

ti

	

flu
0 dt

	

= sin 6 t * CY

In order to produce the desired signals electronically which will give

ramp functions which represent the vectorial components of figure 1, we must

perform two siamitaneous integrations of two constant (D.C .) signals whose

relationship to one another is as the sine and cosine of the given angle.
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